
Depth And A Silvery Sheen: The Acrylic ultraHD Metallic Print 

The pearlescent shimmer of the Fuji Crystal Pearl paper intensifies the radiance of the colors and highlights contrasts.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

At WhiteWall, the real photo print is exposed using the latest laser technology and developed traditionally. Fuji Crystal Pearl paper 
is particularly suited for images with intense colour and high contrast. The bright areas shimmer most dynamically. For large 

formats or for viewing up close, acrylic-mounted ultraHD photo prints on Fuji Crystal Pearl are striking in their outstanding picture 
quality. The finest details are reproduced realistically with precise contours and clear contrasts. The exposure process takes full 

advantage of all the information contained in the image file in order to produce the amazingly realistic look. 
 

 

Traditional Photo Print vs. ultraHD Photo Print 



 
 

 

The composition of ultraHD Fuji Crystal Pearl Prints 

Whitewall uses 2mm of light, shatterproof acrylic glass to mount the photo print on Fuji Crystal Pearl. The sturdy aluminium Dibond 
backing provides additional stability. Brilliant acrylic glass adds physical depth to the picture and intensifies the colour. The image 

will look especially vivid and elegant with a photo print on Fuji Crystal Pearl paper. 
 
 

1. Glossy acrylic glass, 2 mm thick 
2. Photo print with shimmering look & silicone sealant 

3. Sturdy aluminium Dibond backing 

The AluminIum Dibond 

 

The acrylic photo has a backing consisting of a 3mm thick composite material consisting of two aluminium layers and a 
polyethylene core. The backing ensures long-lasting stability. The low weight of aluminium allows for easy picture hanging. 

1. Aluminium layer 
2. Black synthetic core 
3. Aluminium layer 

4. White backing 

 
 



Acrylic ultraHD Metallic Print: Hanging Hardware For Any Size 

Whitewall hanging systems ensure reliable hanging of all formats and sizes. The matching appropriate wall-mounts on the back are 
adjusted to the size and included in the price.  

 

Aluminium Rail Rectangle 

For pictures with edges over 50 cm 

 

Parallel Aluminium Rails 

Medium size formats - For pictures with edges from 26 cm to 50 cm 

 

Picture Hanging Hooks 

Small formats - For pictures with edges up to 25 cm 

 

Wall Posts 

Medium size and large formats - For pictures with edges from 20 cm to 100 cm 

 


